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Overview and Usual Disclaimer (Naturally)
• On July 15, 2021, the Boone Circuit Court confirmed one of the largest jury verdicts in Kentucky 

history ($74,000,000) against a roadway contractor stemming from work performed for a KYTC 

resurfacing project.

• The project was not large. 

– 2-Lane Road, KY-338, 1.68 Miles.

• The case had individual considerations.

– In no way arm-chair quarterbacking counsel or court.

• There are some important takeaways, however.

• Nothing herein in constitutes legal advice, nor does it create an attorney/client relationship. 
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?
• Death Case

– Sympathetic Plaintiff-Retired 

School Teacher Driving Kids 

to School

• Hit by a fellow motorist head-

on

– There was evidence of prior 

drug use days before

• 3 children who were riding in 

vehicle/close by

– Negligent Infliction of 

Emotional Distress

Loss of Consortium

– Together accounted for 

$24,000,000

• The point is this is can be an 

everyday occurrence 
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

• Allegations of Fraud/Bad Faith 

opened door for Punitive 

Damages of $50,000,000.

• Used Contractor’s Bid v. 

Engineer’s Estimate to play off of 

the fact the Contractor was “the 

low bidder” 

• Proved the $ saved by Contractor 

was comparatively small (Learned 

Hand Formula)
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

– Used the Contractor’s Schedule 

(late in the construction season) 

to prove the job was “rushed”

– Only 6 days left on the schedule, 

came back to the project in 

November so that it could 

complete more lucrative projects
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

– Used Contractor’s Proposal to prove 

something within Contract Scope 

was not Performed

– Used Contractor’s Employees’ own 

Testimony against them
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

– Used Federal Standards to Prove 

“Common Knowledge in the 

Industry” (AASHTO, Various Trade 

Publications, FDOT has a 

hydroplaning analysis program)

– Used Before and After Pictures to 

Compare what was there before was 

“Safer” than what was Constructed
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

– Used Expert Testimony to Prove the 

Circumstances of the Injury were 

Avoidable (and typically Avoidable 

for just a little additional $)

» Engineer

» Retired GC

» Accident Reconstructionist

» “Human Factors”

» Economists

Was a Paving Contractor Really to Blame for a Deadly Crash? | 2022-02-09 | Engineering News-Record (enr.com)

https://www.enr.com/articles/53582-was-a-paving-contractor-really-to-blame-for-a-deadly-crash
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Overview: How did the Award get so Large?

– Used Expert Testimony to Prove the 

Circumstances of the Injury were 

Avoidable (and typically Avoidable 

for just a little additional $)

» Retired GC

» Accident Reconstructionist

» Engineer

» “Human Factors”

» Economists
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1.  $: Cost-Savings ≠ Increased Risks

• If you are changing scope 

(reduction or increase), go 

ahead and notify the Owner 

somehow and get 

acceptance in writing from 

the person with authority 

to give it.

– Especially, if the 

construction conditions 

are not conducive for a 

particular scope item 

(seek a claim…)
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1.  $: Cost-Savings ≠ Increased Risks

– Especially, if the scope 

item is a safety feature in 

and of itself.
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2.  The Government can be a Powerful Ally… or Not!

• If something is missed, pure 

“government acceptance” is unlikely to 

be accepted. 

• Note: Published Ky COA case from 2 

months ago confirmed this point

– It is more likely to imply some sort of 

concealment (punitive damages)
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2.  The Government can be a Powerful Ally… or Not!

• Federal, state, or county government 

acceptance of a notified issue can 

provide powerful legal defenses, 

however. 

» Slavin Doctrine; Preemption; 

Immunity, Spearin Doctrine 

» The Government typically has the 

discretionary flexibility to accept 

well-articulated exceptions (Federal 

and State Design Manuals, CFRs)

» The Government certainly does not 

want to be on the hook for legal 

action based on its own regulations 

so there is often adaptability built in.
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2.  The Government can be a Powerful Ally… or Not!

» Paper Your Submittals (change 

orders, scope deductions, field 

orders, RFIs, NCRs) with 

adequate description of the 

issues to be accepted

– Beware of local municipalities and 

utilities, which may not offer have 

the same protections as other 

government and quasi-

governmental entities

» Don’t let informality get in the way 

of proper documentation
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2.  The Government can be a Powerful Ally… or Not!

• Even in a construction claim situation, if you can work with the government agency to resolve an 

issue.

– VE process, prevent future claims, public safety

– Make sure meeting minutes are accurate in substance and attendance

– Seek an affidavit early

• Note for Design-Build: Paper the Design Executive Summary, Drainage Folder, and any 

Categorical Exclusions, Permit Submittals etc. with approvals, meeting minutes, and design 

exceptions to avoid confusion later on as to what was approved. 

» Obtain government approval (1) in writing and (2) from the person with the proper authority

» Also, make sure the approval clearly approves the notified issue.
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2.  The Government can be a Powerful Ally… or Not!

• Government employees can present devastating evidence against you if the mistake is not 

brought to their attention, as they will most likely be sued as well.
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3.  Prepare Adequately For Depositions on the Front End

• A lot of the old tricks are known and stale

– “Objection, if you know” 

» A: “I don’t know”

– “Objection, he’s not a lawyer”

» A: I’m not a lawyer”

– There are seminars all over the country teaching people how to overcome an unprepared 

witness and handle “obstructionist” tactics

– The rules heavily weigh in favor of compelling testimony from a prepared witness

– Optics also suffer
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3.  Prepare Adequately For Depositions on the Front End

• If you don’t spend the time and/or $ to prepare adequately on the front end, the results can be 

harmful:

– The Plaintiff can file a motion and make you and your attorney appear to have something to 

hide

– The Judge may order a second deposition and require you to cover the attorneys’ fees for the 

second deposition

» Your attorneys’ hands will largely be tied in the second deposition

» The Plaintiff’s attorney will have the advantage of your prior deposition answers and will be 

able to focus in on the issues that help prove his case using loaded questions

» You have to prepare and take the time out of your normal schedule for a second time
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4.  Retain the Right Experts Early

• The Plaintiff has to Prove a Breach of the Standard of Ordinary Care:

• The Plaintiff will have to pay an expert who will have to write a report and testify (1) what the 

standard of care was, (2) in the place where the breach occurred, (3) at the time of the alleged 

breach, and (4) that somebody actually violated the standard.

– The Plaintiff’s expert will not always have the right experience.

– But, the industry should have plenty of people with adequate experience willing to defend the 

actions of its members. 

» Practical experience, backed with knowledge and credentials, can overcome a hired gun.

» Get them on board early (your attorneys may need them)

» Nothing beats a good survey! 
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4.  Retain the Right Experts Early

• The Plaintiff will have to pay an expert who will have to write a report and testify:

– (1) what the standard of care was

– (2) in the place where the alleged breach occurred

– (3) at the time of the alleged breach, and 

– (4) that somebody actually violated the standard.

• The Plaintiff’s expert will not always have the right experience.

– Assess the Plaintiff’s expert disclosures with an eye toward qualifications and experience as 

much as substance
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4.  Retain the Right Experts Early

– But, the industry should have plenty of people with adequate experience willing to defend the 

actions of its members. 

» Practical experience, backed with knowledge and credentials, is a great was to overcome a 

hired gun—particularly an academic. 

» Get the expert on board early (your attorneys may need them), so that adjustments can be 

made

– “Nothing beats a good survey!” –Yours Truly

» Use appropriate technology and personnel 
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5.  Point Fingers with Caution

• If your subcontractor messes up, by all means utilize your defense and indemnity options

– Make sure subcontracts conform with prevailing law regarding express indemnification 

clauses (duty to defend, hold harmless, and indemnify for their negligence)

– Examine common law indemnification options

• If a third-party is at fault, measure your approach carefully.

– Is it your customer?

– Is it an industry contact?

– How culpable is the party at fault really?

» Juries know where there is $

» Juries know about insurance
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5.  Point Fingers with Caution

• If a third-party is at fault, measure your approach 

carefully.

– Is it your customer?

– Is it an industry contact? 

» Are they going to refuse to work with you on 

future jobs?

– How culpable is this third-party really?

» Never underestimate the power of “Inc.” after 

your name compared to an individual

– Juries know where there is $ (and where 

there isn’t)

– Juries know about insurance (and who does 

and doesn’t have it)
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6.  Speaking of Insurance…

• Project Specific Risk

– It’s not always the “big” projects that do you in

» Lawyers typically cost the same regardless of the size of the issue

– Price the potential risks into your Bid and mitigate risks with contracts/exceptions

• Policy Limits?

– $1 million isn’t what is used to be…

» Umbrella and Excess Policies

• Deductible/SIR? 

– Is “winning” actually losing?

• Use settlement opportunities to your advantage

– Mediation as a discovery tool
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7.  Prepare for an Adverse Verdict
• Plan for Claims 

– The cases seem to get more and more horrific

– This one from Boone County is very particular, but that is unlikely to stop the Plaintiff’s Bar

» We can expect creative theories, particularly when there is a fatality and the Plaintiff is in 

need of a scapegoat with “deep pockets”

• There are always trial issues and strategies that can make a difference; but at minimum, it is 

important to eliminate the alleged bad “motive”

» Control narrative

» Consider audience

» Counter demonstratives

– Beware of relying on claims like this is what we’ve always done or that we have done this in 

several other places—this can backfire

– In closing the Plaintiff’s attorney was able to turn prior testimony that the safety wedge had 

been left out 80-100 times, into a request for $1 million for each time it was left out. 
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7.  Prepare for an Adverse Verdict
• While case is pending

– Monitor new business wisely

– Protect reputation and licenses (professional and occupational)

– Protect professional relationships

» Are they really your friends if they are threatening your economic interests?

– Budget for next steps

– Monitor Employee Well-Being

» These cases take years and can lead to significant anxiety (Plaintiff’s attorneys love to write 

threatening letters to individuals to “divide and conquer” and to draw an insurance bad faith 

claim)

– Maintain Former Employee Relationships Involved in the Project to the extent possible…

» Retirees

» Death/Disability

» Turnover

– Accounting Disclosures 

» Lenders/Credit/Surety

– Keep in communication with your attorneys!
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7.  Prepare for an Adverse Verdict
• Post-judgment

– There are legal options

» It’s not the NCAA tournament, there is an appeals process 

– but with strict rules and a bond posting requirement that accrues statutory interest (most 

likely for years)

» Post-judgment settlement?

» Bankruptcy?

– Encouraged to seek independent counsel; be wary nevertheless.



Questions/Comments?
cclay@grsm.com

John D. “Chip” Clay, Esq.

July 19, 2022
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